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Editorial:

Simon Whittle

Many thanks to everyone who contributed to this edition.
In this issue, as well a summary of the annual awards and news from the Committee, there are race
reports on a very varied range of events from Emma Bagley, Natasha Breen, Emma Postlethwaite and
Jarek Turif, plus the summary from our headtorch testing session.
We also have some updates on the progress of TACHer Jim Plunkett-Cole aka Jim Gump: including
one of Jim’s longer Facebook posts and his Desert Island Disco interview with Lauren Laverne. RRN
wouldn’t be complete without a recipe from Emma and this time we have two to choose from.
I’ve also been asked by the Race Committee to remind everyone that all members are expected to help
at one or more TACH races each year and that you should only enter a race when we have sufficient
marshals, timekeepers and assistants.
Contributions are always welcome and should be sent to simon@tensheds.co.uk
Simon

The Editor lurking in his lair.
Note the blinds are closed to keep out the daylight and the tempting view of Mendip
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The Thoughts of Chairman Graham:

Graham Bazley

As the evenings start to get lighter I am getting to the point where I am starting to look forward to running
without a head torch.
With the lighter evenings it also means that it
won’t be long before the start of our Summer
Series. Sadly due to circumstances beyond our
control we are unable to put on our race at
Wrington. This is down to the pub closing and
not being able to find a suitable alternative
location. These races are a really important part
of the local club racing diary and we always need
lots of volunteers to make them happen.
Thank you Lucien Campbell-Kemp for
coordinating the volunteers for the last few
years. Everyone, please do help out at as many
of the races as possible and thank you in advance
for all your support.
For the past two years Matt Milkins has been
our Race Director, but he’s decided to step
down, and I want to take this opportunity to
thank him for all the really hard work he has put
in. As a temporary measure Antony Clark has
very kindly agreed to take over the role this
summer. Emila Zielinska is assisting Ant with
the planning and administration. Matt will still
co-direct the Butcombe Trail Ultra with Ant.

A group of us are currently meeting to discuss
the future of our races. A survey has been
prepared (see details on page 8) and we would
really welcome your input (thank you Helen
King and Cathy Fagg for putting this together).
Nothing is set in stone yet, so please do give us
your ideas.
We already have some really good ideas, but
what sort of races would you like us to put on?


A half and or a marathon?



Maybe you would like to take part in
The Butcombe Trail Ultra if you could
do it as a team relay?



Do you know a good location where we
could put on another 10 km, you might
think we need to look at locations North
of Bristol?



Which of our existing races do you like
and why?

Ant, Matt, Graham, Helen and Lucien
I also want to take this opportunity to welcome all the new members to our club and to thank everyone
in the club for all the hard work they put to making our small, but unique, club such a success that it is.
Onwards and upwards and I hope to see many of you on a run really soon!

Graham
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TACH Committee 2016-2017
The Committee meets 4 times per year, typically in November, February, May and August.

Chair:

Graham Bazley
graham@soya.demon.co.uk

Club Captain:

Helen King
drhelenking@googlemail.com

Secretary:

Emma Postlethwaite
emma.postlethwaite@gmail.com

Treasurer:

Claire Scaife
claireboorman@blueyonder.co.uk

Membership Secretary:

Natasha Breen
natbreen@hotmail.com

Race Director (Interim):

Antony Clark
ant.clarkclark@yahoo.co.uk

Run Meister:

Joe Hussey
joehussey@yahoo.com
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Run Meister:

Bubbles Young
bubbs_norm@hotmail.co.uk

Rough
Running News Editor:

Simon Whittle
simon@tensheds.co.uk

Kit Woman:

Cathy Fagg
catherinefagg@hotmail.com

Spiderman:

Jonathan Gledson
jonathan@millerdesign.co.uk

Marshal Meister:

Lucien Campbell-Kemp
herrbenz@hotmail.com

Social Secretary:

Sam Milkins
sam.milkins74@gmail.com

Member without
portfolio:

Liz Noakes
liznoakes100@yahoo.co.uk

Member without
portfolio:

Sam Edwards
samedwards@uwclub.net

Member without
portfolio:

Emila Zielinska
emivita@gmail.com

Website content editor:
(non-committee role)

Emma Bagley
emma.bagley@rocketmail.com
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Club Captain's Log:

Helen King

As a Community Amateur Sports Club (CASC), HMRC now requires us to keep a record of our
members’ participation in club-related activities. We need to demonstrate that at least 50% of the
membership participate at least 12 times per year. So you may have noticed that we take a register at all
Thursday night runs. Since we’re noting names anyway, I thought it would sense to link this directly to
the Club Championship to save people having to find and edit the spreadsheet for themselves (and, hence,
to increase participation in the Championship).
Other Championship stuff:
 TACH Championship blog: for the latest news (including the LeaderBoard), a list of past winners,
the points system and a form for entering your race participation –
http://tachchampionship.wordpress.com
 Monthly spot prizes: members who join mid-year don’t have much incentive to participate in the
Championship. Now there’s an opportunity to win a prize just for participating! Once a month a
name will be drawn at random from all those who accrued points during that month.
 Prizes for overall 1st, 2nd and 3rd place at the end of the year. The winner will receive the trophy to
keep for a year.
 Points system.
o 2 = Run in an official Park Run*
o 5 = Attend a Thursday night training run
o 5 = Run in a race (5 points per day for a multi-day event e.g. mountain marathon)
o 5 = Write an article for Rough Running News
o 10 = Lead a Thursday night training run (long or short)
o 10 = Run in a Championship race
o 10 = Help course set a TACH race
o 10 = Help out during a TACH race (e.g. marshalling, finish line, results)**
* The TACH Championship is about participation, not distance (5km can be a marathon effort for someone
coming back from injury or just getting into running) and Park Runs also offer a good opportunity to do a
timed event for those on lower incomes or with very busy lives! However, because the organisers don’t class
them as races and given that they occur every week, then they are worth only 2 Championship points each.
** Yes, that does mean you could earn 20 points for helping to course set AND helping during the race!

If you’ve got any queries please do chat to me on a Thursday night (I’m the one in the TACH bobble hat!) or
email me: tachchampionship@gmail.com
Happy running!

Helen King (Club Captain)
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TACH Races in 2017

Cathy Fagg

In 2017 TACH is organising the following races:



The Moorland Multi-Terrain 10k (held in January)



A Summer Series of three 10k races:
o Burrington Blaster on Thu-01-Jun
o Dundry Thunder Run on Thu-29-Jun
o Purdown Pursuit on Thu-27-Jul



The Butcombe Trail Ultra (49 miles) on Sat-02-Sep

Please help us with the 10k races by supporting wherever you can by:


Joining Cathy Fagg and the team on course recces:
o Burrington Blaster recce from Burrington Inn at 19:30 on Wed-5-Apr
o Dundry Thunder recce from Dundry Inn at 19:30 on Wed-12-Apr
o Purdown Pursuit recce TBC



Volunteering to course-clear probably on a weekend day close to the race dates



Volunteering to course-set for the TACH races on Thursday afternoons. Think of it as a pleasant
ramble in the countryside and well-worth taking a break from whatever else you would have been
doing. Dogs and children welcome providing they are OK around cattle and can cover the
distance unaided. Contact Cathy for more details
o 1st June from Burrington Inn at 2.00pm
o 29th June from Dundry Inn
o 27th July from Mason’s Arms, Stapleton



Volunteering to marshal - contact Lucien Campbell-Kemp

Let me know if you can help.
Thanks, Cathy
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TACH Race Review and 2017 Survey:

Cathy Fagg

During 2017 the TACH Committee is reviewing both the range of TACH races and the way we organise
them so that we share the workload safely without over-burdening individual members.
It has asked the Race Committee to lead the review, involving TACH members, and come up with
proposals for races from 2018 onwards. The review will take into consideration:


The recent closure of the Lord Nelson, meaning that we have no venue for the Wrington
Woodland Race.



The 2016 race season covered 6 races held from January to September, which was very
demanding for people in the key roles, especially Race Director



Involving club members in organising races in ways that are safe, reliable and efficient.

Every TACH member, and everyone who has run our races has knowledge and experience to contribute.
Please get involved by completing the survey by 31st March 2017:
https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/KKV9RKK
You can also talk to the Race Committee members including Emila, Anthony and Graham

Thanks for your help

Cathy
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TACH Annual Awards:

Helen King

TACH Championship Results (January to December 2016)
Congratulations to Cathy Fagg, who beat Andy Fagg with just 3% more points to achieve first place.
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Cath Taylor
Catherine Treble
Celia Barlow
Chris Treble
Claire Scaife
Jac Hughes
Jan Clark
Jason Pitchers
Jim Barron
Joe Scaife
Mark Wilkins
Michael Coupe
Rachel Eaton
Sarah Barber
Tony Bishop
Lizzy Knowles
Tracey Stone
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Helen King presents Cathy Fagg with the Club Championship trophy

Andy Fagg: 2nd place
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TACH Members’ Awards
In addition to the points-based Club Championship, all TACH members can vote for the person has done
most for the club during the previous year and for the person who has consistently sheep-dogged (looping
back and ensuring that no-one is left behind) during Thursday runs.
The awards are presented at the 12th Night Dinner.

Luke Taylor: 2016 Sheepdogger of the Year
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Sheep-Dogger of the Year Nominees
Sheepdogger of the Year
Award Nominees
Luke Taylor – WINNER
Antony Clark
Chris Smart
Emma Postlethwaite
Graham Bazley
Also nominated:

Comments from Nominators






Luke Taylor always sheep dogging.
Always encouraging and supportive
When he's on a run no one gets left behind
Chris is always very considerate of the slower runners
Emma always checks and sheepdogs when I'm out. I'm always eternally
grateful.
 For getting everyone to sheepdog
Natasha Breen, Lucien Campbell-Kemp, Paul Everall, Jonathan Gledson, Joe
Hussey, Phil Robson, Jarek Turif, Mark Vogan

Green Man Nominees
Green Man Award
Nominees
Simon Whittle – WINNER

Antony Clark
Bubbles Young
Claire Scaife
Helen King
Matt & Sam Milkins
Matt Milkins
Also nominated:

Comments from Nominators
 Simon has done so much this year with his race, TACH runs and helping
out with others doing races.
 Simon is such a star - supporting us on a range of long running events,
organising the head-torch-testing event and generally being a good
egg.
 Reliable, efficient, creative and organised
 Put in loads of work in the background
 For his effort with Butcombe
 Thrown herself into everything
 Claire does so much unseen behind the scenes!
She deserves a medal literally!
 Much continuing contribution towards the smooth running of TACH
 Both members do a great deal for the club. They should be recognised
for their contributions.
 Matt’s done an amazing job as race director and getting the Butcombe
Ultra up and running.
Graham Bazley, Natasha Breen, Cathy Fagg
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Secretary’s Snippets:

Emma Postlethwaite

At the recent Committee meeting we agreed that the recces for the 10k Summer Series should be carried
out several weeks in advance of the races, rather than the week before, so this has freed-up 3 more
Thursday run slots. In the background, we’re also reviewing the Club Constitution to ensure that we’re
aligned with the HMRC CASC requirements and with the policies of the Association of Running Clubs
(ARC), which is our affiliated & governing body. Any changes would need to be approved at a General
Meeting (AGM or EGM).
Like watching inspiring films? We now have a venue and tentative date organised for showing a
programme of running films called Trails in Motion in the autumn. Information to follow.
Want to improve your running? We are going to investigate if we can arrange some subsidised courses
for members. These are potentially half day courses on running technique and navigation. In addition we
are investigation more First Aid Courses

Emma

Membership:

Natasha Breen

TACH’s membership continues to grow and has reached a new record of 109 members. A warm welcome
to the following people who have joined (or re-joined) TACH since November:
Lisa Cooper

Tommi Glover

Sophie Little

Jonathan Riley

Michael Coup

Chris Johnson

Kerry McBride

Tracey Stone

Stuart Creed

Stuart Jones

Chris Moon

Tim Seal

Emma Cross

Jayne Kerridge

Nina Peacock

Femke Yansen

Paul Everall

Lizzy Knowles

Ruth Pitchers

Patrick Fitzgerald

Andy Little

Lucy Rayner

Happy running!

Tasha

Treasurer’s Trove:

Claire Scaife

As at 31 January the bank balance is pretty healthy – we’ve had the income in from the Moorland Multi
but not all of the expenses and are yet to make the corresponding donation to the Avon Riding Centre.
All as we would expect for this time of the year.
We’ve started receiving our income from online entries and subscriptions via PayPal now, and this seems
to be running smoothly so far.

Claire
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Kit Korner:

Cathy Fagg

We are running low on the most popular sizes so I'm preparing a big order. Let me know if you have any
specific requests or recommendations. If you want something specific, it’s always best to contact me in
advance so that I can bring it along on a Thursday night.

Cathy

Social Events:

Sam Milkins

Thanks to everyone who attended the new-style 12th Night Celebrations, at The Greenbank, which were
great success.

The next social event will be a summer family get-together at Ashton Court, similar to last year.

Sam
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Thursday Treasure Hunt:

Antony Clark

The treasure hunt, which was due to take place in early January, was postponed due to icy weather and
finally took place on 23-Feb. Many thanks to Antony Clark for setting the clues, which had different
numbers of points depending on the distance from the Eldon House, and for doing the timing.

Well done to everyone who entered the TACH treasure hunt. It sounds like you all had a good time.
Rob and Chris were a long way clear at the top of the leaderboard. They got five out of the six thirty point
clues as well as many other points and I was impressed by their score: they must have been pegging it!
Chris posted-up his logged route (below) and it’s interesting to see which way they chose.
Well done to Dee and Femka, new runners this week. It's great that you entered into the spirit of things
and I look forward to seeing you on other regular TACH runs in the coming weeks.

1st Rob and Chris Johnson 270 points
2nd Peter Brown and Fiona Leahy Lithander 220
3rd Tim Seal and Colin Johnson 210
4th Mark Vogan and Ed 205
5th = Simon Whittle and Judith Chubb-Whittle 200
5th = Femka Yansen and Ivan Mark Batchelor 200
5th = Helen and Jonny 200
5th = Matt Milkins solo 200
5th = Jonas and Emma 200
10th Chris Smart and Luke Taylor 195
11th Dee and Emma Bagley 180
12th Catherine Fagg and Andy Fagg 170
13th=Sam Edwards and Jayne King 140 (finished early)
13th=Helen King and Lucien 140 (after time penalty)
15th Cindy Crossland and David Crossland 90
(finished early)

Antony
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In the News!
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Desert Island Disco on Lauren Laverne’s, 6Music Show, Jan-17
Life Is Like a Desert Island Disco...
Friday 20th January, by Matthew Mills Team Laverne

We chatted to Jim Cole as part of our Memory Tapes feature back in August 2016.
He's doing Forest Gump's run for real, and promised to catch up with us as he traverses the
states. Here's the first update of many we hope, complete with a Desert Island Disco mix for
good measure.
Well, since you featured me on Memory Tapes back in August of 2016 – all about my impending visit to
the US to run Forrest Gump’s 20,000 mile over 3 years run with school visits to try and encourage
children to do a little physical activity every day - I’m currently 2,500 miles through and have visited 8
schools and 2,000 children. I started from the USS Alabama in Mobile on 1st October 2016 as planned.
I ran out of Alabama and into the State of Mississippi and into the heat of New Orleans, crossing the
mighty Mississippi river there for the first time, but hoping that it won’t be the last time. I ran out of
Mississippi and into the State of Louisiana, through the remoteness and isolation and heat and
mosquitos of the Louisiana outback. I saw alligators, turtles, herons, snakes and spiders, and
magnificent owls. This was followed by a dozen curious oinking furry black shapes, which emerged
from long grass as the sun was setting, and which turned out to be wild pigs.
I ran along the Gulf of Mexico shoreline for many miles, including a full marathon on the sand towards
Galveston. I saw a pair of muddy wild otters play fighting in a storm drain on the road from Galveston.
They hid in the storm drain as I approached. I bent down at one end of the storm drain and took a photo
with the flash on, just to see if I could get a photo of the otters inside. Below is what I found on my
camera when I looked later on that evening. I show the children this photo and I tell them the story of
the otter encounter. They love it, of course. (Ignore the blade of grass across the front of the photo).
I ran into Houston and started to visit schools whilst running 500 miles around the streets of Americas
4th largest city. I visited 4 schools there and the children seemed to adore my visit. Below are photos of
one of my visits to Woodcreek Elementary in Houston.
After Houston I ran to Austin, San Antonio and I’m now in San Angelo. Amazing cities with great people
and great culture. In, and near, San Antonio I stopped at the train station and river where Steve
McQueen and Ali McGraw played out their great roles in scenes in Sam Peckinpah’s ‘The Getaway’. In
San Marcos I visited the holiday resort lake used in the 1970s film ‘Piranha’. Local and national media
have been really good to me; I’ve been in lots of newspapers, including the Washington Post and
mentioned on the cover of the ‘Childhood Wellness’ colour supplement with American national treasure
and celeb chef, Rachael Ray. I’ve been on the TV news a few times too…which is great in helping me
to deliver my simple ‘active every day’ message. It’s been a pretty wonderful journey so far. When
people see me running and find out what I’m doing, and why…well they seem to like it. A lot. They
actually want to help me. I’ve met some very lovely people. I’ll maybe tell you about them on air if we
have time. I’ll also maybe tell you about a rather incredible development if time. It’s very exciting!
Anyway, I best go as I have to be up at 3.45am our time for the interview with you.
Jim (or ‘Mr Gump’ as the teachers and children call me)”
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‘Mr Gump’s’ Desert Island Disco
1. Bob & Earl - Harlem Shuffle
2. Edwin Starr - 25 miles
3. The Modern Lovers - Roadrunner (please play this above all)
4. Loop - Black Sun
5. Stereolab - French Disco
6. Martha and the Vandellas - Nowhere to Run OR Dancing in the Street
7. Glenn Campbell - Rhinestone Cowboy
8. Violent Femmes - Gone Daddy Gone OR I Held Her in my Arms
9. Spacemen3 - Revolution
10. The Staple Singers - I'll Take You There
11. Toots & the Maytals - Pressure Drop
12. Beatles - We Can Work it Out
13. Delmonas - Peter Gunn Locomotion
14. Rolling Stones - Come On
15. The Doors - LA Woman (I run through cities here a lot...at night...and nothing seems more
appropriate as I run)
16. Depeche Mode - New Life
17. Pixies - Debaser
18. Jesus & Mary Chain - Never Understand OR April Skies
19. Supergrass - Sun Hits the Sky
20. Helen Shapiro - Walking Back to Happiness
21. Drums – Let’s go Surfing
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Race Report- Slaughterford 9:

Emma Bagley

The Slaughterford 9, which is based at Rudloe near Corsham, is organised by Chippenham Harriers. The
2017 event took place on Sunday-29-Jan. A multi-terrain race over 9 miles of steeply undulating
countryside, carrying a sting in its tail. Whilst tackling 900 feet of ascent/descent in the Slaughterford
valley, runners will encounter tarmac, stony paths, fields, tracks and green lanes. The course is 75% offroad, the route is marshalled and arrowed and there are two drink stations en route.
Two feet of water isn’t so bad. Or so you think
until two feet becomes three. And that three feet
is the result of a dammed-up stream, full of water
which was flowing through near freezing
temperatures overnight. The same water that
two hundred runners have just waded before,
and which over a hundred odd runners are yet to
come through. The sensation is cold, real cold.
The legs are fine until 10 seconds in, when your
body finally catches-on that it is wading through
water. The mind thinks its fine too, until it
realises that there is water above the knees, and
you still have a distance to go. Welcome to the
Slaughterford 9, a jubilant assault on the senses,
and at its most basic form an off-road trail race
in Wiltshire.
2017 was my fourth running of the Slaughterford
9. The race is a cracker, deserving the attention
of anyone interested in a decent trail race. It is
run by Chippenham Harriers, meaning it is a
friendly, locally-organised event,
without all of the pretentions of the
big
city
events,
or
overcommercialised offerings that seem
to populate race fixtures. Whilst DB
Max do the timing, the race still has
a really good club feel to it. It is
relatively cheap at £13, and offers
good organisation, two water
stations, a free t-shirt and a bottle of water at the
end. The entire route is well marshalled and
there are the usual first aid offerings, which were
well used by runners who had come a cropper
(and there were a few).
The course has a host of off-road features with a
new feature with almost every mile. There are
water-logged
lanes,
ankle-deep
mud,
undulations, full-on steep hills, switch-back
corners, fields, lanes, paths, styles, bridges,
streams, the obligatory confused sheep and
stunning valley views. The landscape is
chocolate box quality, and nothing is harsh
about the landscape; only the severity of the
conditions under-foot. The changeable nature of
the course means you can never truly get into
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your running. Once a quarter of a mile has
passed, it’s onto something different. And this is
what makes the even so challenging, and
exhausting. It may be 9 miles, but compared to
a road race, the event is much harder than a half
marathon.
It never ceases to amaze me that I find out
something new about the course, and about
myself during the training and running for this
event. I have done Slaughterford four times now,
and there is always something that I seem to
forget about it. Perhaps my mind wants to erase
the previous trauma? Perhaps it’s akin to
childbirth, in that you forget how horrendous it
is after the event. I’ve never given birth but I
assume it’s horrifically painfully. It looks it. I
have studied the YouTube footage to prepare my
mind better, and to ensure that I am mentally
better prepared for what is to come. Yet you
can’t beat the real thing, and the race always
pulls-out surprises.
During my third running last year I
got complacent and went out quite
fast. The result is that I ended up
blowing up after about 6 miles, and
mentally was in pieces for the last 3
miles. This year I took it a lot
steadier, and enjoyed the event a lot
more, coming away a changed
woman. Slaughterford needs to be
approached the same way you approach a large
hot chocolate in a posh coffee shop. With the hot
drink you have the luxury of marshmallows,
whipped cream and cocoa sprinkles. You need
to take the time to appreciate it, savour it and
indulge. With Slaughterford you need to work
with the conditions, the landscape and equally
indulge. You can race Slaughterford, but
approached more mindfully, the moment is best
enjoyed at a steadier pace, savoured and
enjoyed. And what’s equally indulgent as the hot
chocolate is that Slaughterford comes with the
option of a wide range of cake to follow. So get
out there, and enjoy!
You know you want to.
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Race Report - Trans Gran Canaria:

Jarek Turif

Jarek and Emila both completed the TGC-2017. 125km and 8000m of vertical gain make
TransGranCanaria, one of the toughest races in the world.
Strong winds and a freezing-cold night battered the runners.
The wake up alarm clock at 2.50am was a rather
rude awakening, not that we both slept
particularly well. The previous day we
continually revised our kit and packing options,
setting everything in order and attempted to
sleep for the hours that were left. The fact that
the TransGranCanaria 125km distance runners
were already out on the course put a lot of fear
into us.
It was a similar, practiced routine of getting
dressed, eating some porridge and drinking half
a cup of coffee. Set out the door of our apartment
and catching a taxi to the EXPO finish line. The
coaches laden with anxious runners set off
promptly at 4.15am and we had a two hour
journey ahead of us. To be honest I don’t
remember the
last
time
I
needed
to
access
the
facilities
as
much as during
the journey. I
did nod off in
order to forget
about
my
urgent need for
toilet, it felt very
surreal waking
up after 40min
in a bus full of
weirdly dressed
people which is
driving through
some of the
windiest roads on the island.
We were dropped off 45 min before start; we had
a chance to admire the long route runners going
through the checkpoint. The majority of those
guys seemed rather fresh despite running for the
previous 7 hours and already completing a
marathon with over 3,500 metres climbed.
The company of our Yorkshire friends, who
were also running the advanced route, provided
plenty of distraction. Until we all went to use the
toilets to be met by a queue about 15 people long
10 minutes before start. It reminded me of some
transition routine where each person leaving the
portaloo hands over an imaginary baton, no pun
intended.

Anyway, I managed to enter the start pen with 2
minutes to spare. Unfortunately, Emila was
right on the other side of sea of people. We
managed to wave to each other, deeply knowing
that we may not have an opportunity to
exchange last words of courage.
7am: the start gun goes off and the climbing
starts the moment you cross the timing mat, I
had my eyes wide open to spot Emila and
managed to do so after 400 metres. I remember
saying that I will be waiting at the finish line for
her.
As I already knew, the ‘obvious secret’ to such
hilly ultramarathons is to start slowly and wait
for the pain to arrive. I knew from other race
reports that there is
quite a bit of singletrack in the first
quarter of the race
and
I
was
conscious not to
get stuck behind.
Surprisingly within
the first kilometre
there was already a
bottleneck which
reduced us to
standing for 4
minutes
and
waiting for it to
clear up. This ¼
section
is
characterised
by
running through
some
dense
forest/overgrowth and thanks to mist and rather
low temperatures the ground was rather slippery
and required a lot of focus. I managed to
accelerate out of a corner a little too much just
to be met by a 90 degree turn, beginning to go
off-piste into some really tall plants: a Spanish
runner who was following me, pulled me back
onto the trail before I completely face planted
into some tall grass.
First feed station in Vallesco at 7.5km, timing
check was a little under an hour, right with my
predicted splits. I decided to run straight through
as had plenty of my own food and drink
supplies. Weather was nice and cool without
much wind although we were still travelling
within the valley level. Next CP with timing

control was in Teror, there was a couple of
hundred people lining the streets of the town
cheering runners on: it gave a motivational
boost. The name of the village announced rather
rapidly what was to come.
After the checkpoint I was classified 143,
looking at the profile I was prepared for some
climbing but what was to come was pure hell.
There is a 10 km climbing section which
averages 8%, initially there is a lot of steps and
then just trail. I set off a steady pace and this
section which took me just under 2 hours to
complete. I have run into the next checkpoint in
113th place. It was time to put a jacket on as I was
aware that we had a downhill section from 1600
metres altitude which was still shrouded in mist
and cloud.
The section from kilometre 30 to 42 was two
consecutive climbs up to the highest point on the
island via Roque Nublo, a further 1100 metres of
climbing, it was time to steady the ship and only
concentrate on getting to the mid-way point in
Garanon. We both had drop bags with sun
lotion, some deep heat and nutrition, I sat down,
ate some pasta and set off 15 min later. This was
the only checkpoint where I had some respite
and planned break apart from three water topups.
The steep climb after Garanon took us to the
highest point, Picos de las Nievas. I managed to
pass another couple of runners and was prepared
for the long descent into Tunte. The trail here
was quite demanding and technical with steep
boulder and rock sections; the attention and
focus were quite draining on resources and I
found myself consuming some caffeinated gels
just to remain aware.
The atmosphere in Tunte was extraordinary, the
MC was reading out people’s names and it all
felt like a part of a big carnival. If it wasn’t for
the fact that we had to run another 30 km. The
climb out of CP5 was predominantly on the road
and I can assure you it was quite a steep one. I
did consider at some point to give one of our
friends a call to ask how Emila was getting on,
however got distracted by a Spanish guy in green
shorts who was attempting to overtake me. On
the final major 5km climb, I met an Irish bloke
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near the top who confirmed that the finish of the
hill was just around the corner. Think, he forgot
to mention that it was 5th corner. Near the
bottom of the descent I noticed a 20 km to go sign
which certainly gave me second wind, I let all
the brakes loose and flew through CP6 just
topping-up my water, last climb out of the way
and two gels later it was time for the most
runnable section: the dry river bed, plenty of tall
grass, small stones and boulders. Plenty of places
to twist your ankle. I was on the lookout for the
lighthouse near the finish line. My last 15 km
was finished in 1 h18 min, and I managed to pass
another 19 runners, ‘sprinted’ the last 300 metres
and crossed the finish line in 11hrs 18min 29sec.
Shook hands with a runner from Switzerland
and Germany who arrived soon after me, met
the trail legend Nuria Picas and took a selfie.
Considering that I was happy with sub-12 hours
I was over the moon with the result, although
my face was probably not showing it.
It was time for a shower, massage and meeting
the Yorkshire crew who all ran stunning times.
Thanks to live timing, we knew how far Emila
and Alison were from the finish line, I waited in
anticipation for them to cross, with a superb final
time of 14 hours and in the top half of the pack.
The last lady took over 20 hours and finished at
4 am, I am absolutely in aura of her capability to
run the majority of the night and finish before
cut-off.
The whole organization was exceptional, the
volunteers were like personal chaperones, filling
the bottles and helping to pick up nutrition.
Apparently one CP had fresh paella and loads of
grilled sausages and BBQ. I did consider running
back there for a feast (not really).
The following few days were rather painful and
stiff. We had a massage from a Serbian therapist
which did both of us a world of good and we
were even able to cycle for 60miles in the
mountains on Tuesday.
This achievement increased our hunger for more
ultra running tourism and perhaps next time we
will be on the start line for the full 125 km?
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Race Report - The Big Cheese:

Emma Postlethwaite

The Big Cheese (5-March 2017): The view from the back
The Big Cheese is 15-mile race based in Cheddar village, which is classified as a Category B fell race. The
well-marked course starts as it means to go on - at the bottom of a steep hill - and takes-in over 2000 feet
of climbing over the Mendip hills. Enthusiastic marshals cheer-on weary runners all the way to an
impressively-stocked cake table at race HQ.
Have you ever been watching a forecast and as
the day gets closer, it gets worse and worse, until
virtual Armageddon is predicted? Whilst the
Green Man Runners were baking in spring
sunshine the day before, dawn on The Big
Cheese race day was truly a grim affair: 40 mph
winds, solid rain and a forecast of >95%
probability of heavy rain to continue all through
the duration of the race!
But the rain had paused and there was even a
patch of blue sky as Nicky Hodges, Lucy Raynor
and I left Bristol. So we were quietly hopeful.
We joined Liz Noakes and Lisa Cropper in the
school race registration centre, and were proud
to make up an all-women TACH team. Were the
menfolk put off by the forecast?
It feels like a lot of waiting around for the start
of this race, as after registering, you walk 10
minutes through Cheddar to assemble at the
bottom of a very big hill.
It's from here that, at last, the race set off – and
it was still not raining! We 5 found ourselves
right near the back of the 240 runners, so were in
a bit of a
people-jam
walking up
the
hill. Partway
up,
suddenly
this was too
slow for me
and I got a
spurt
on
and started
running and
overtaking the walkers. Liz, Lucy, Nicky and
Lisa followed suit, and at last the TACH ladies
were running up the hill through the woods.
It didn't take long for Liz, Nicky and Lucy to get
ahead of me. Liz with her speedy purple legs was
soon out of sight, but Nicky's salmon pink cap
was tantalisingly not far ahead. Maybe I could
catch up? But I knew there were three more hills
to conquer - best not to drain the tank too quick
on this. Most of the climbing across the race
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takes place in the initial half. After the first
climb is the wonderful long descent into
Rowberrow, a chance to let the legs go and
recover from the lung busting starter hill. Here
the first heavy rain shower threw itself on us, but
running downhill and in and out of trees, it really
didn't matter. I catch up with Nicky and Lucy,
but then Nicky is gone and I only see her
distinctive salmon pink cap later, far away
climbing up to Beacon Batch.
At the bottom of Rowberrow, of course it's time
to head back up. On the first steep section, Lucy
spurts away, then part way up this, second, hill
Lisa comfortably trots past me and I'm on my
own again. I get even further behind my TACH
team mates after having a very long stop behind
a tree (did I really drink that much?).
Up, up through the woods on tracks we go, to
exit the woods onto the high west shoulder of
Black Down. Now out in the open, the ferocious
wind was very evident, but at least it was mainly
behind us. And underfoot, it was a complete
quagmire! Muddy is an understatement. I've
never raced in
anything like
this.
The route goes
down
and
around
the
north flank of
Black Down,
before steeply
ascending
to
the
top
of
Beacon Batch,
all out in the
open and exposed to the elements. Somehow I
catch up Lucy and Lisa on the northern flank.
Lucy and I stay together for a couple of km
chatting and wondering at what we are doing
here – especially as we battle up the muddy
climb to the top of Beacon Batch, nearly doubled
over struggling into the headwind. At the trig
point it’s a relief to turn east and let the wind
blow us across towards the radio masts. A
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significant portion of which included wading
through shin deep water on the flooded footpath.
On the dull road section linking to Velvet
Bottom, Lucy departs again and re-joins Lisa, as
another heavy shower spits on us at 45 degrees.
Lucy and Lisa are both tantalisingly just ahead
of me, Lisa's golden locks are flowing in the
wind like a banner behind her. But I'm 10 miles
in now and I only have one pace, so I can't catch
them up. So I settle into my position of TACH
rear guard, and focus on keeping going whilst
facing into the ferocious headwind.

opposite, briefly on the West Mendip Way,
before cutting south across featureless fields,
back on top of the hill again.
We are all really spread out now. It's just me
plodding along hoping my legs will hold out to
the end, across fields and then along a straight
farm track – back into that damned headwind
again! I know there is a monster descent to
finish on, I am so glad when the track dips over
the horizon and I am on the descent! Ah the
relief... I start free falling down, down, down
another muddy bridle path, across grassy fields,
and then the finishing lanes… to the finish at the
school (1.5miles!). I do manage a bit of a sprint,
so my lungs feel close to exploding as I cross the
finish line at a satisfying 2:42.
Disgorge my muddy shoes outside the school,
only to go inside in my socked feet which are
even muddier. I join the other TACH Ladies,
already pre-assembled around a table scoffing
tasty cakes and thimbles of tea, and swapping
tales. I sit down and enjoy feeling warm,
stationary, light headed, but mostly relieved to
have finished. Meanwhile Liz has been eyeing
up the very big cheeses on the prize table, and
next thing we know she's been awarded one as
first V55 Lady! Really chuffed as well for Lucy
and Nicky who've, by the way, completed their
first half marathons (and some) on this race. Just
think it's great what we've all achieved today!

It’s a bit of a monotonous battle along Velvet
Bottom into the headwind, like a lot of TACHers
I'm not fond of running on the flat. Most of
Velvet Bottom was not very velvety, and could
have been re-named Quagmire Bottom.
It's a relief to reach the road at the top of
Cheddar Gorge, to then stomp up the steep hill

Emma
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Race Report - Green Man Ultra:

Natasha Breen

Having loved my experience of the Butcombe Trial Ultra I decided to enter the Green Man Ultra as I
loved the idea of circling my hometown. 45 miles, fewer hills and 4 miles shorter: easy peasy? Right?
During recces I realised that it wasn't as wellsignposted and I needed to really get to know the
route. The best thing about the race was that
most of the uphill was in the first 15 miles.
The most memorable recce was running with
Hayley Corr and Hurricane Doris, fighting to
stay upright on Dundry hill and climbing over
fallen trees. Another recce Hayley stopped for a
wee as Helen, Colin and I run through
cows. Sensing her fear the cows ran towards her
and Hayley sprinted as fast as Usain Bolt as we
belly laughed from the end of the field. Colin
pointed out that Hayley probably had the most
amazing time on that segment on Strava!
The week before the GMU, we have had the
most dreadful rain, and I worry about just how
bad the mud will be. I need moral support
around the race so I message my running partner
from the Rok the stones marathon, Steve, a
stolen friend of Bubbles. We agree to aim for a
9-hour time: 5 miles an hour. My lovely friend
Phil Robson also offers to run the last bit with
me. I go to bed late and wake too: early unable
to sleep. I packed my kit: my mandatory pizza
and all my essentials and Bubbles picked me up
and we head to the start at Ashton Court. We
arrive and it's great to see familiar faces and have
a good luck hug here and there, thanks lovely
Cath Taylor.

We head to the start line and Bubbles, Steve and
I start together along with two dogs. I puffed
along to Long Ashton golf course and then the
competition, 4 ladies, ran past and I knew there

was no chance of a prize so I had to enjoy it ,
which I realised early on I wouldn't, as mentally
I felt rubbish . We then went down the slippiest
bit where I knew a few people would fall
throughout the day; we made it through. I then
got chatting to a lovely lady from Stansted as I
pointed out the man ahead’s amazing curves,
better than any woman's! We headed up Dundry
Hill and I searched for the discarded dope leaves
that me and Hayley had spotted on a previous
recce, funny what you remember! They were
nowhere to be seen and that gave me a bit of
thinking time as I thought of the different
scenarios of where they might be. By this time it
was just me and Steve and we pushed onto part
of the Rok the Stones route and headed for the
first checkpoint. A little boost was had at the
checkpoint with all the cheering, Steve's wife
and Caroline from Westbury Harriers and then
a snack, Coke1, and go. Realising we were
covering 6 miles an hour, Steve wondered if we
should slow down but we pushed on. We then
headed towards Pensford with a great bit of
downhill which I really enjoy. A vision appeared
approaching Pensford and a hug from Judith
Chubb-Whittle lifted my spirits along with a cola
bottle!
Across some more fields and a detour was in
place at Compton Dando which took us along a
small road that had turned into a stream. Our
feet were already soaked in mud from the shoe
sucking fields that Jonathan Gledson has so
perfectly described in a Facebook post. I find
roads very tough mentally and this was no
different as it took a gradual incline. We headed
towards Keynsham and I told Steve I would
never enter an ultra again! At the same time I
realised that this race had made me hate pizza as
I threw it into the trees! The sun was out, I was
overdressed and sweating, my homemade
deodorant was letting me down, never have I
prayed so hard for the sun to disappear.
Checkpoint 2 at Keynsham provided another lift
as we were greeted by people we knew from
TACH, Matt, Michelle and again Steve's family.

1

Editor’s note: I capitalised the C in Coke, as I assumed
that Tash was referring to the popular fizzy beverage.
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A refuel and hydration then onwards into the
Bristol to Bath river path then the cycle route,
where I tried to call a group back from going the
wrong way which was in fact the wrong way I
had gone in my recce, Oh! A welcome wave
from Jo as we headed-off the cycle track.
Heading over killer stiles, following our noses
towards the landfill site. A wave from lovely
friends Phoebe and Angus another little boost in
the middle of nowhere. Steve's dog was tiring
and making it hard for Steve to run and he was
desperate to hand him over at the next
checkpoint Hambrook. We headed past the
landfill and under the M4 then through more
fields as I felt stones digging into my feet, but we
were determined to get to Hambrook without a
stop. Vanessa the lady who was first in the Green
Boy, pointed us the right way and we watched
as a couple of men take a short cut, thus avoiding
a hill: we carried on the proper route.
We turned and ran by the river to Hambrook and
a friendly cheer came out of Bruce Martin’s
House! And then we could hear the sound of
cowbells and see the smiling faces of
Emila, Jarek and a kiss and cuddle from my
husband Billy. The heavens then opened and it
poured down. I was hoping for a cup of tea and
was gutted when it wasn't available at the
checkpoint. My feet were covered in mud and
stones and I asked Billy for his socks and he
asked "why and what am I going to do " the
wrong questions for a woman that has run 30
miles: just hand over the socks, couldn’t he feel
the steam coming out my ears, never question a
woman that has run 30 miles about anything,
just do it!
So off we go again into the depths of our biggest
stretch
of
concrete,
Little
Stoke,
Bradley Stoke, Patchway and Aztec West: my

least favourite but of the route. A shout to Sam
Milkins after seeing the TACH flag was met by
words of encouragement and we pushed on.
Looking forward to some downhill in a couple
of miles, I tried to pick up my pace after using
drinking water as an excuse to walk.
Then we were heading into fields and onto the
church at Easter Compton where I was greeted
by Phil Robson and the smiling face of Tim
Haysom with a welcome drink and snack:
people like him spurred us on again.
With Phil chatting, and the knowledge that we
were 2 miles from Blaise the route was more
bearable. Phil tried to push me up the hills but it
was too painful, so a rest followed and then the
stiffness of getting the legs going again. Steve
was looking strong and I suggested he went on
but he said no: “we will finish what we started”.
He ran ahead to Blaise and sorted us out a couple
of teas. I admit that I used the disabled loo as I
felt…disabled! Is that wrong?
A kiss from Billy, a tea and sweets, and we were
off again. Encouraging words from Phil about
being on the homeward stretch pushed me on. A
cheer from Tim Carr at Shirehampton golf
course spared me on and we were off with a
bloke from London who had managed the
course with paper instructions! Over the Downs
and down the hill we go catching up with the
lovely lady from Stansted who shouts out "go on
babes, well done": such a good sport. We see the
suspension bridge and I have a spring in my step
as it's all so close, yet so far. We sprint across the
bridge and get to the crossing at Ashton Court
where I lose it again and have to walk in through
the gate. A push-on through the deer enclosure
and the mansion is in sight. I go the wrong way
and have to run back up hill to join Steve to cross
the line together. We cross at 8 hours 33 mins;
4th lady and position 22. Woop! Woop!
We are given the best medal I have ever had,
which is for the top 50 finishers. Can't wait to sit
down and have a pint.
What a turn my running has taken in the last 15
months? Apart from today I generally love it and
the more I run the better I get. The costal path
running has been tough and amazing but has
really stood me in good stead for ultras. I can
hardly walk today but I wonder if the tough
emotional journey I went on at the Green Man
will fade and I will enter another ultra?
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Low points:

High points:



The official aid stations could be better:
even the dog wouldn't eat the
sandwiches, need more savoury snacks,
sausage rolls, Scotch eggs etc!



Kind souls like Tim Haysom & Judith
Chubb-Whittle for giving up their day to
spread the love with their pop up aid
stations.



Only one place that serves tea? Blaise.
And that’s 6 miles from the finish!




Brilliant support at the checkpoints
The organisation of the event






The amazing medal, my favourite ever.
Chip timing
Social aspect
The fact that it circles my hometown and
is within reach to recce.



Becoming a, Woodwose; feeling like a
woodlouse the day after.

Tash

TACHers in the GMU45 and GMU30 2017

Jim Gump: The toughest day so far…

The route was from Mountain Home, just
outside Ingram (near Kerrville), to Junction. 27
miles, mostly along an access road next to the
IH-10 (Interstate Highway), and through Texas
Hill Country. I’d run out to Mountain Home the
previous day following my school visit to
Ingram. Then got a lift back from Christel to my
hotel in Kerrville. My bags were being moved
ahead of me and I’d arranged to pay someone to
drop me off at Mountain Home so I could then
run the 27 miles to my hotel in Junction.
When I woke up it was cold. Colder than I’ve
known it since being here in the US. 22 degrees
Fahrenheit (5 Celsius). With a strong wind and
wind chill factor. My bags have gone. My lift
arrives. I’m hoping my lift to the start will take
me via a mall in Kerrville where I can get a
proper warm hat, a scarf and/or buff, and a
proper long sleeve under layer for my top and
maybe another layer for my legs (possibly to go
over my run tights). I had been warned by a
waiter at a restaurant in Boerne about the Texan
wind chill. He had repeated his warning 3 times
during our brief conversation. He almost seemed
obsessed by it! He said… “make sure you cover
every inch of you!”.
His warning was enough to suggest that I needed
better cold weather kit. Trouble was, that the
hotel was too far from the mall to go get the kit.
I texted Christel 2 hours before my lift arrived
but she was unavailable due to work. So I
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Jim Plunkett-Cole

basically hoped my paid lift / taxi would help
me out and let me go get a few things. I think
I’ve said this before, but I really don’t like asking
for things, or putting people out of their way.
My paid lift arrives and it is immediately clear
that any deviation from the arranged lift will be
an inconvenience. So I do not ask. I know that
the kit I have for the day will not likely be
enough. But my fear of asking for help is far
greater than this risk. So I say nothing, and keep
my fingers crossed that I can stay warm for the
27 miles from where I’m dropped off to my hotel
with the inadequate clothing and kit I have with
me. We drive to Mountain Home and I am
dropped off near where I think I finished the
previous day.
Because my lift seemed so keen just to do the job,
and the job only, and because this basically
wants me to get the lift over with, well I make a
mistake in my haste to get away and get going. I
get dropped off 4 miles too soon. This
immediately makes the 27 mile cold run a 31
mile cold run. I think it’ll be OK as I might be
able to get a lift or cab to Junction once I’ve done
my 17 mile daily minimum. Well I got that
wrong too as you will see.
I get out the car into the cold. Leaving a $5 tip as
well as the agreed amount. I am grateful for this
lift, no matter what the nature of it. It makes my
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leap to junction manageable, and for that I am
grateful no matter what.
The cold wind bites immediately I am out of the
warm car. It tears right through the clothing I
have. My legs, hands, shoulders, head and neck,
and ears… feel it immediately.
I realise I must start running if I am to try and
stay vaguely warm, keep my hands warm most
importantly, and try and get through the 17 mile
minimum, before hopefully getting a lift, and
returning the next day to finish off the remainder
of the route to Junction. I run.
My flimsy $1 gloves from Dollar General are
loose at the writs and my hands cool straight
away. I have a condition called Reynaud’s, and
once my fingers turn white, it is very hard to get
them back and warm again. I know that I cannot
afford to let the Reynaud’s, kick in. So I use the
stretchy ends of my Inov-8 running jacket to
make a seal around the writs. This works, just. I
then pull my fingers out of the fingers of the
gloves in order to make more of a mitten to
preserve the warmth amongst my fingers. This
works, just.
My run takes me alongside the Interstate
Highway on a service access road. Into a
headwind. No shelter from the cold wind. I
wonder if 17 miles is possible in these conditions
and with the gear I have.
I run quickly to try and stay warm. I run quicker
than I have run for quite some time as a result. I
don’t look at my watches or get my phone out as
to do so means exposing bare skin to biting
wind. I just run and hope to stay warm as I go
up, and down, the Texas Hills towards Junction.
After about 7 hard and uncertain miles (in terms
of being able to get through 10 more miles of
this) the wind has become even stronger and my
hands and ear lobes have become painfully cold.
I only have my peaked cap on, it’s not warm and
woolly, and it doesn’t cover my ear lobes. There
is nowhere to hide from the wind. Suddenly, I
spot an entrance underneath the Interstate. It’s a
tunnel which leads to a ranch the other side of
the Interstate. I go in to the tunnel entrance and
shelter and try and warm myself up. Breathing
warm air onto my hands. Rubbing my ears.
Reading the labels on the discarded garbage in
the tunnel to make sure that I am not suffering
hypothermia (and should therefore seek help). I
read them OK, and feel that I am still thinking
and concentrating on my predicament, and there
shall try and continue. There are ranch
entrances, all gated, along the access road. Four
cars have passed in the 90 minutes on this road
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too. So if I did suddenly collapse, or whatever
(strange things go through your mind when you
are in this situation), well I figure that someone
would find me before it was too late.
I leave the shelter of the ranch tunnel and run on.
Half a mile down is a storm drain entrance
beneath the Interstate. Again I shelter for a while
from the wind. I’m on about 8 miles now, with
less than 10 to go for the minimum I have to do.
My hands are struggling to warm up. My ears
are frozen. But it’s here where I do something
which saves the day. I take off my gloves and I
shove my hands down the front of my run tights
and place them on my warm thighs. OK, I look
damn stupid, but I can run slowly like this, and
my hands are warming as I go. It’s working. The
front of my hands warm and I spin my hands
around and place the backs of my hands on my
warm butt cheeks to warm them also.
It’s worked. Just my ears are still painfully cold.
But then I get my second break. Suddenly, the
clouds clear and the sun comes out, and the wind
dies down slightly. Combined, these are just
enough to stop my ears hurting so much. It’s
3.30 pm and I figure I have to make the most of
the sun and light until it gets dark and gets colder
(and/or the wind picks up again).
I run on. I take some time now, feeling better, to
raise my head and look at the views and to look
for wildlife. In doing so, my concentration slips.
There is a slightly raised stone embedded in the
road. My right foot clips it and I fly forwards. I
can’t outstretch my hands to break my fall as
they are trapped in my run tights! All I can do is
commando roll onto my right shoulder. Hope
that this absorbs the inevitable impact. It does,
along with my right knee. I lie on the road where
I fell. Doing the initial damage assessment. I
stand slowly and check my knee. It’s OK it
seems. I check my arm and elbow and mobile
phone (which was in a holster on my right arm).
The holster is badly scratched, but the phone is
fine. I got away with it. I run on to keep warm.
Hands once more back on thighs, but
concentrating harder on the road so as not to fall
again.
I get my head down like this and run the next 2
uneventful hours before the sun and its slight
warmth sink away. I get to 17 miles and figure
that I could get a lift if needed, now I’ve done
my minimum. Thing is, well there are very few
cars out here passing on the access road. The
Interstate is full of them, but very few on the
access road. And of the few on the access road,
well they are locals who are not used to seeing
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anyone running near their ranches, in such a
remote area, in the cold, with a backpack on,
with flags attached. ‘This is someone to let run
through’…I think they think. So they aren’t
going to stop and offer me a lift. And I hate
asking so that ain’t going to happen either.
My phone hasn’t had signal for the whole
journey either. This means I can’t call a cab out
from Junction, even if there was a cab company
in Junction (there isn’t it transpires).
Whilst my phone doesn’t work, it does have the
Google map on it, which still seems to be
showing my position and the roads. Possibly as
I had looked at these on Wi-Fi before I set off
and so they were still stored in the phone. This
is great, as it means I can see where I am
heading, at least. This is important because I
suddenly come across a sign which tells me that
the access road I am on will close in 4 miles (with
at least 10 to 15 miles to go). You cannot run
down the Interstate, so it’s really important here
that I make the right decision. I look at the phone
map and I see a farm road which goes under and
away from the Interstate before coming back
over the Interstate and into Junction. I take it. I
don’t want to get 4 miles down a road and then
have to come 4 miles back because I can’t get
through (even though the phone map suggests
that I can).
It’s a longer route, but I take it. Its pitch black
now. I’ve run 20 miles. I figure I have a
maximum of 10 to do before I get near Junction,
and can begin to relax. I struggle on. The stars
and moon are out and I can see OK. I have a
torch but I can’t hold it as my hand would freeze
instantly. There is sufficient light and I get my
head down and I run up and down more hills
and past more ranches and am passed by a few
more cars who are obviously wondering what
you are doing here on a Friday night at 7pm
when its dark and cold.
I eventually get to the turn in the road that heads
over the Interstate and into Junction. There is a
star-lit hill or two here, and a historical marker
talking of their importance. I manage to take a
quick flash photo to review later.
It seems to take forever to get back to the
Interstate. Even when I do, the road goes into

the back of Junction, well away from me. And
over the bridge here that you see in the photo. It
then goes into Junction and once again heads
back too another Interstate Junction where the
warmth and sanctuary of my hotel room exists.
I run through the quiet town on a cold Friday
night and see the Motel sign. My Motel.
I go to reception. I’ve made it. I look at my
watch: 36.5 miles. 8 hours in the cold with no
respite. The coldest long run I have ever done.
The toughest day since I’ve been on the Jim
Gump journey.
In reception my hands are too cold to fill in the
registration form. The young lady does it for me
and I sign it with a scrawl.
I get my bags (delivered here earlier) and I push
the big heavy back with my leg to get it into a
position where I can use the smaller trolley back
to transport it to my room. Big mistake.
You see, my cold legs have had no lateral
movement for the best part of 37 miles. Suddenly
I try a harsh lateral movement. Something goes
in the back and side of my right knee. It’s painful
and I hobble to my hotel room like an injured
dog dragging a heavy load.
I get in the hotel room and I undress
immediately and turn on the hot shower. I turn
the heating up full blast and I get in the shower
as quickly as possible so as to raise my body
temp and warm my hands.
It seems to take forever, no matter how warm the
shower is. Even when I get out after what must
have been 20 minutes, my hands still feel cold.
But I warm eventually. The swelling begins on
my right knee. I know I’ve damaged it quite
badly and I am not surprised. I can hardly bend
my leg so as to dress and go out once more to get
food. I manage, just. I head out and about half a
mile down the road is a gas station. Its 9.30pm
and the station has a few bits of pizza left. There
is a McDonalds about another half a mile away,
but I can’t be bothered. I get the old pizza and
eat it hurriedly and go back to my hotel room.
I fall asleep through exhaustion. Body and mind
having given everything. Can I run 17 miles the
next day with the injured knee? I’ll let you know
shortly.

For anyone who wishes to donate and support Jim Gump and keep it going, whether you are US or
UK or elsewhere, you can donate at the link below. The school visits are provided free of charge to the
schools, so any donations from happy parents are more than welcome:
https://www.pledgesports.org/usa/
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Running for the Visually Impaired (VI):

Colin Johnson

Imagine either closing your eyes or wearing a blind fold and trying to run a marathon, or skiing
downhill/cross country. How about doing a triathlon with an open water swim/cycle/run or going rock
climbing without being able to see a single thing. Well that is exactly what Chris Blackabee does, and he
is my inspiration for trying to set up a VI running group in Bristol.
Last year Chris and I met for the first time after
he posted on social media for someone that
would be willing to run-guide him around the
Budapest marathon his first and I thought “why
not?” Running is something I love doing and I
thought how great it would be to help someone
else achieve a running goal such as a marathon.
I was a little anxious about what would be
required so I signed up to a UKA guiding for VI
runners course, but even after this it was with
slight trepidation I met up with Chris for our first
training session. I remember walking into his
home, which was in total darkness and having to
ask to switch the lights on felt a little awkward.
I still find it difficult switching-off the lights
when Chris is still in a room (but it makes no
difference to him!!).

Since then we have completed numerous races
and during our time together Chris has made me
aware that many VI people become withdrawn
and isolated from society in general and I
realised just how much more running can
provide in building self-belief, confidence and
widening a VI person’s social network as well as
the obvious fitness and health benefits.
It was then that I came up with the idea to try to
set up a running group for VI people based in
Bristol. I discussed this with UKA and they
agreed to run a guiding course in Bristol. This
would mean that we create a pool of guides that
could support a group of VI runners. This went
ahead last month and we had 24 runners signing
up to become guides.

Well, after a number of sessions together which
involved us getting to know and understand how
to run together we travelled to Budapest to
compete in Chris‘s first marathon.

I spent the last month trying to promote a Couch
to 5k VI course, as I was concerned that we
would have guides and no VI people willing to
have a go at running!

The most memorable moment for me of the race
was telling Chris at mile 24 that we had 2 miles
to the finish and seeing tears streaming down his
face in the realisation he was about to complete
his first marathon.
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Well, we held the first training run on
Wednesday 1st March with our first four VI
people that came along and took part. I would
like to say a massive thank you to the 10 guides

that turned up and had a chance at guiding our
willing VI people in a two-mile run/walk
session.
One of the VI runners explained to a guide that
she normally only makes it out of the house
twice a week and this running group is a big deal
for her. This alone starts to make the effort all
worthwhile, and I hope that we can keep this
going and hopefully grow getting as many VI

people running their first 5K and hopefully
change some lives for the better.

Also an important final point we managed to
make it into the Ashton pub after the session
which is of course pretty important.

I would really appreciate anyone’s help in spreading the word and hopefully encourage a few other people
to come and join us.
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Running Nutrition:

Emma Postlethwaite & Simon Whittle

Pistachio and Elderflower Muffins
Gluten free. Yet another recipe stolen from Anna Jones.

Ingredients:

Method:

3 eggs

Heat the oven to 180 degrees (fan) and prepare your muffin tray, or you
can use a cake tin greased and lined.

175g light brown sugar
250g pistachios
200g coarse cornmeal or
fine polenta
1.5 tsp baking powder
125 g butter/veg spread
125g full fat or Greek
yoghurt
1/2 lemon
50-75ml elderflower
cordial

Blitz the pistachios in a food processor, but don't let it get too fine nor let
it become pistachio butter. I like to keep 1/3 of the nuts a bit
chunky. Pour the nuts into a bowl and separate out the chunky from fine
pistachios by shaking the bowl, to scoop the chunkier bits from the top,
and set the chunkier portion aside.
Cream together the butter, sugar and yoghurt, then the eggs, and then
add the nuts, baking powder, polenta and juice of 1/2 lemon so all mixed
through. Finally fold in the remaining chunkier nuts.
Spoon into your muffin/lined cake tin, and cook in the oven for 30 to 35
minutes, until lightly browned on top.
Remove from the oven and whilst still hot, prick the top of the
muffins/cake with a toothpick multiple times, put some of the cordial on
a small spoon, then carefully pour down the little holes.

Fish Finger Sandwiches
A wonderful store-cupboard special; ideal for when you get home starving after a run. Wash down with
lots of tea or a bottle of Pouilly-Fumé.
Ingredients:

Method:

One pack of good-quality
fish fingers

If you are using part-baked baguettes, preheat the oven and cook
according to the instructions on the packet.

Bread (sliced white or partbaked baguette)

Cook the fish fingers according to the instructions on the packet. You may
need to allow a little extra time to get them nice and crispy.

Tartare sauce

Put the fish fingers between the bread, smear with ketchup AND tartare,
introducing some lemon if you are feeling sophisticated.

Tomato ketchup (Heinz)
One salad leaf per serving

Garnish with a salad leaf and eat!

Lemon (optional)
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Coconut toasted with Lime and Maple syrup
These are a delicious and totally more-ish snack. They also make a great accompaniment to curries and
dhals. Or have them as a topping with dessert.

Ingredients:

Method:

One big bag of coconut
chips - around 100-125g

Heat the oven to 180 degrees. Line a baking sheet with greaseproof
paper, and tip the coconut chips on here and spread evenly.

1 lime

Put all ingredients in a big bowl and mix up so the juice and syrup lightly
cover all the coconut chips. They will look very light brown when
coated.

2-3 tablespoons of maple
syrup (more if you want
sweeter)

Place in the oven and set a timer for 3 minutes. After 3 minutes check
they aren't burning, and give them a stir/move around. Set timer for 2
minutes, then check again not burning and give them a stir. Do this a
couple more times, so that they cook evenly.
They are cooked when lightly golden brown, but watch out, they switch to
burnt really quick! I think they should not take more than 8-10 minutes in
total.
They will be soft when you take them out of the oven, but will crisp up
nicely as they cool. Let them cool before storing in an air tight container.
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Headtorch Tests:

Simon Whittle

“What’s the best headtorch for a Thursday run?”
It’s not an easy question to answer, but during the gap between Christmas and New Year, and fortified
only by port and cake, a group of hardy TACHers headed-off into the darkness to test out 10 different
headtorches with the aim of answering the ultimate question. Testers included: Simon, Helen, Andy,
Cathy, Liz, Lucien, Sam, Joe, Sue, Mark and Graham, and we were joined part-way round by Matt and
Michelle who had just landed at Bristol Airport.
Everyone had sheet of paper, which was used to rate and record different aspects of the performance:


Light quality: good illumination of the path ahead without too much reflection from trees when
running on single-track through woods, long range beam for finding navigational features on the
far side of a field and even lighting when running a long narrow lane



On-the head: stability and fit /comfort




Ease of use: controls (including operation with gloves and angle adjustment)
Potential longevity: Ruggedness and reliability

The basic data for each torch in the test is in the table below:

Silva Trail
Speed Elite
Silva Trail
Runner
Petzl NAO
LED Lenser
H14R.2
Petzl Tikka XP
Petzl Tikka +
Led Lenser
H6R
Silva XT 2X
Unbranded
(Cree XM-L T6
LED)
Nitecore HC90

Battery Type /
Rechargeable

Charge Time

Charge
Method

Water
resist

Li-ion

3h

Custom
Charger

IPX6

3 x AAA

n/a

n/a

IPX6

Li-ion or 2 x AA

5h

USB

IPX4

Li-ion / 4 x AA

8h

USB

IPX4

n/a

IPX4

2 X AA
3 X AA

1 x 18650
2 x CR123

Nearest equiv. is Trail Speed
2XT (USB charging)
Nearest equiv. is Trail
Runner 2
NAO+ is 750Lm (~£130)

IPX4

3 x AAA NiMH
2 x 18650

Notes

USB

IPX4

4h

USB

IPX6

6h

Custom
Charger

7h

USB

Search on eBay. Some may
include charger and battery
IPX8

990 Lm in Turbo mode

Rechargeable torches offer many benefits (as long as you remember to charge them) and some of the
torches allow you to swap back to primary cells, which is handy if you forget to charge or need longer
duration for an epic run or a multi-day trip. USB charging capability is very useful as it means you can
charge in the car or from a “power bank” and don’t need to worry about remembering the custom
charger.
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Duration
Dimmest
(Hours)

Duration
Brightest
(Hours)

Dimmest
(Lumens)

Brightest
(Lumens)

Constant
Light
settings

Distance
(metres)

Reactive
?

Zoom
?

10

2.5

~150

660

3

90

No

No

90

30

160

3

30

No

No

8

1.5

120

575

Many

130

Yes

No

35

6

60

1000

6

300

No

Yes

8

2

40

120

3

No

No

8

2

40

110

3

50

No

No

40

2

5

200

120

No

Yes

5

2

300

120

No

No

3

2000

No

Yes

No

No

Silva Trail
Speed Elite
Silva Trail
Runner
Petzl NAO
LED Lenser
H14R.2
Petzl Tikka XP
Petzl Tikka +
Led Lenser
H6R
Silva XT 2X
Unbranded
(Cree XM-L T6
LED)
Nitecore HC90

200

2

0.2

530

Many

110

For those of you who lie awake at night worrying about Ingress Protection (IP) ratings, the table below
list the ratings. ‘X’ is for dust and small objects, which isn’t normally problem with TACH.

Level

Protection against

IPX0

None

IPX1

Dripping water

IPX2

Dripping water when tilted at 15°

IPX3

Spraying water

IPX4

Splashing of water

IPX5

Water jets

IPX6

Powerful water jets

IPX6K

Powerful water jets with increased pressure

IPX7

Immersion, up to 1 m depth

IPX8

Immersion, 1 m or more depth

IPX9K

Powerful high temperature water jets

Prior to heading-out, we agreed on a weighting factor for each parameter and then as we ran, we
swapped torches, so that most people got to try most torches in most scenarios. Each category was
scored from 1 to 5 and all results are expressed as a percentage of the maximum available score. The
analysis of the results in the table below makes allowance for the number of people who carried out a
test (8 of out of 10 cats which expressed a preference…”). Perhaps next time, we’d simplify things and
use the weightings as the maximum score for each category?
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Woods
(feet & trees)

Find the gate
(Long distance)

Lane
(Even lighting)

Stability

Fit /
Comfort

Controls /
ease of use

Angle
adjust

Ruggedness /
Reliability

Weight
10

Weight
10

Weight
10

Weight
5

Weight
7

Weight
3

Weight
7

Weight
3

Silva Trail
Speed Elite

97%

80%

100%

96%

87%

90%

97%

80%

LED Lenser
H14R.2

80%

100%

100%

80%

67%

60%

100%

100%

Led Lenser
H6R

85%

90%

70%

100%

90%

70%

70%

80%

Petzl NAO

87%

60%

80%

93%

70%

60%

87%

100%

Silva Cross
Trail 2X

84%

60%

60%

90%

76%

87%

87%

100%

“Cree T6”

80%

90%

80%

65%

56%

95%

53%

80%

Petzl Tikka XP

72%

60%

80%

93%

80%

70%

53%

100%

Nitecore
HC90

83%

80%

100%

48%

55%

85%

27%

80%

Silva Trail
Runner

40%

20%

40%

100%

95%

65%

65%

60%

Petzl Tikka +

47%

20%

20%

90%

85%

60%

80%

60%

TORCH

As you can see, no torch scored 100% in all 3 lighting categories, with some being better at long distance
and some at close up illumination (so you can see your feet). Some testers commented that some torches
don’t have an even beam, but have a light pattern with concentric rings.
The final table shows the weighted overall scores for each torch, plus some additional data and pricing.
The typical web price is the price I found on Amazon and a small number of torch-specific websites and
I’m sure you’d find cheaper if you searched around or were willing to wait for an offer or used
camelcamlecamel to monitor Amazon. The “Value Factor is calculated from the overall rating divided
by the price and is simple of indication of value (Sam’s “Cree T6”, which is available on eBay is
incredibly cheap but has the claimed Lumens!). The brightness in Lumens is based on the best data I
could find on the Internet for high-brightness operation in normal mode, not short-term ‘turbo’ or
‘boost’ modes and the duration is also for normal mode.
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OVERALL
RATING

Price

Value
Factor

Lumens

Duration
(hours)

Weight (g)

Weighted
rating

Typical web
price

"Bang for
buck"

Normal max
brightness
(not boost)

Normal max
brightness
(not boost)

Torch +
batteries

Silva Trail Speed
Elite

92%

£132

7

660

2.5

165

LED Lenser
H14R.2

88%

£100

9

1000

6

340

Led Lenser H6R

82%

£50

16

200

2

132

Petzl NAO

78%

£115

7

575

1.5

187

Silva Cross Trail
2X

76%

£90

8

300

2

170

“Cree T6”

75%

£10

75

2000

3

Petzl Tikka XP

73%

£45

16

120

2

85

Nitecore HC90

72%

£100

7

530

2

185

Silva Trail
Runner

54%

£50

11

160

30

118

Petzl Tikka +

51%

£30

17

110

2

85

SUMMARY

The two torches at the bottom of the list (which are good brands and well-made) have relatively low light
output and this probably indicates that less than 160 - 200 Lumens is inadequate for winter TACH runs
(but great for camping).
So, what’s the conclusion from all of this? A lot of it comes down to personal taste and budget: two of
the most expensive torches came out at the top, but the cheapest (“Cree T6”) beat-off some stiff
competition. Interestingly, only 4 torches (Silva Trail Speed Elite LED Lenser H14R.2, “Cree T6” and
Nitecore HC90 achieved 80% or higher in all three lighting categories.

And finally…
Please remember headtorch etiquette:


Only use the brightness you need to run safely – it extends battery life and minimises the impact
on others



Always ‘dip and dim’ your light when we stop to regroup or are sheepdogging – it avoids dazzling
the other runners.

Simon
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Runmeisters’ Roundup:

Bubbles Young & Joe Hussey

The calendar for 2017 is steadily filling-up, but there are still plenty of opportunities to lead a long or
short run, so please contact Bubbles Young or Joe Hussey if you wish to volunteer. Note that we no
longer have recces on the Thursdays prior to the Summer Series races.
This is the latest weekly run summary, but venues and leaders are subject to change, so always check the
weekly e-mail for the latest information.

Date

Venue

Leader - Long

Leader - Short

16 March

The King's Arms, Easton-In-Gordano

Emma Postlethwaite

Cindy Crossland

23 March

The Chequers, Hanham

Natasha Breen

Bubbles Young

30 March

The Rising Sun, Pensford

Matt Claydon

Liz Little

06 April

Nova Scotia
(The Cobbled Classic)

Ian Ruck

Emma Bagley

13 April

The Crown Inn, Churchill

Cathy Fagg

Andy Fagg

20 April

The Blaise Inn

TBC

Carolyn Dent

27 April

(TBC), Purdown

Jarek Turif

Emila Zielinska

04 May

Black Horse, Clapton-In-Gordano

Cathy Fagg

Bubbles Young

11 May

Crossman’s Cider Farm, Hewish

Antony Clark

Pete Brown

18 May

The Swan, Rowberrow

Lucy Rayner

25 May

The Druids Arms, Stanton Drew

Judith Chubb-Whittle

01 June

The Burrington Inn, Burrington

08 June

Hare & Hounds, Lansdown Road, Bath

Bubbles Young

15 June

Wootton Under Edge?

Liz Noakes

Simon Whittle

***10k Summer Series RACE***

22 June
29 June

The Dundry Inn, Dundry

06 July

Congresbury

***10k Summer Series RACE***
Joe Hussey

13 July
20 July
27 July

The Mason's Arms, Stapleton
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